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Welcome
Martin Evans
Editor-in-Chief
Welcome to the Journal of Physics A: Mathematical and Theoretical ™ (JPhysA) Highlights
collection. This collection shows some of the most highly rated articles published in the
journal over the course of 2015.
This selection of articles displays the broad scope of the journal and demonstrates how it
is a forum for researchers to share mathematically rich work across different disciplines.
An exciting development for 2015 has been the launch of the Biological Modelling
section for those researchers working in the interdisciplinary field connecting biology and
biochemistry with the underlying physical and mathematical models.
Some of our most significant articles have been published as Fast Track Communications
(FTCs). We are very pleased to announce that from 2016 these concise, outstanding
and innovative articles will be published in our newly launched Letters section. This
prestigious and dedicated venue is not restricted by a ‘general interest criteria’ and Letters
are distinguished from regular articles by ‘LT’ inserted in the article number. There is a
dedicated Letters panel of highly respected scientists who are involved in every decision.
We do hope that you will consider sending a Letter to this section.
Also included in this collection are the Topical Reviews published in 2015, as well as
the current and forthcoming Special Issues. We hope that you enjoy this celebration of
highlighted articles.

From the Publisher
Maggie Simmons
Publisher
This collection highlights some of the excellent papers we published in 2015. We’d like
to thank all of our authors for choosing to submit their high-quality work to the journal,
and thank our referees and Board Members for providing constructive peer review and
maintaining the quality standards of the journal.
We hope that you will find this collection of articles interesting and we invite you to
consider JPhysA for your next paper.
We look forward to working with you during 2016.

iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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Fast Track Communications
Computing the rates of measurement-induced quantum jumps
Michel Bauer, Denis Bernard and Antoine Tilloy
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 25FT02
Michel Bauer

Denis Bernard

Small quantum systems can now be continuously monitored experimentally which allows
for the reconstruction of quantum trajectories. A peculiar feature of these trajectories is
the emergence of jumps between the eigenstates of the observable which is measured.
Using the stochastic master equation (SME) formalism for continuous quantum
measurements, we show that the density matrix of a system indeed shows a jumpy
behaviour when it is subjected to a tight measurement (even if the noise in the SME is
Gaussian). We are able to compute the jump rates analytically for any system evolution,
i.e. any Lindbladian, and we illustrate how our general recipe can be applied to two simple
examples. We then discuss the mathematical, foundational and practical applications of
our results. The analysis we present is based on a study of the strong noise limit of a class
of stochastic differential equations (the SME) and as such the method may be applicable
to other physical situations in which a strong noise limit plays a role.

Antoine Tilloy

Time reversals of irreversible quantum maps
.
Erik Aurell, Jakub Zakrzewski and Karol Z yczkowski
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 38FT01
We propose an alternative notion of time reversal in open quantum systems as represented
by linear quantum operations, and a related generalization of classical entropy production in
the environment. This functional is the ratio of the probability to observe a transition between
two states under the forward and the time reversed dynamics, and leads, as in the classical
case, to fluctuation relations as tautological identities. As in classical dynamics in contact
with a heat bath, time reversal is not unique, and we discuss several possibilities. For any
bistochastic map its dual map preserves the trace and describes a legitimate dynamics
reversed in time, in that case the entropy production in the environment vanishes. For a
generic stochastic map we construct a simple quantum operation which can be interpreted
as a time reversal. For instance, the decaying channel, which sends the excited state into the
ground state with a certain probability, can be reversed into the channel transforming the
ground state into the excited state with the same probability.
iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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FAST TRACK COMMUNICATIONS

Entanglement entropy of non-unitary conformal field theory
D Bianchini, O Castro-Alvaredo, B Doyon, E Levi and F Ravanini
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 04FT01
Davide Bianchini

Here we show that the Rényi entanglement entropy of a region of large size , in a onedimensional critical model whose ground state breaks conformal invariance
(such as in those described by non-unitary conformal field theories), behaves as
c eff (n + 1)
Sn +
log , , where ceff =  c – 24D > 0 is the effective central charge, c (which may
6n
be negative) is the central charge of the conformal field theory and D ≠ 0 is the lowest
holomorphic conformal dimension in the theory. We also obtain results for models with
boundaries, and with a large but finite correlation length, and we show that if the lowest
conformal eigenspace is logarithmic (L0 = DI + N with N nilpotent), then there is an additional
term proportional to log (log ,). These results generalize the well known expressions for
unitary models. We provide a general proof, and report on numerical evidence for a nonunitary spin chain and an analytical computation using the corner transfer matrix method
for a non-unitary lattice model. We use a new algebraic technique for studying the branching
that arises within the replica approach, and find a new expression for the entanglement
entropy in terms of correlation functions of twist fields for non-unitary models.

Multispecies TASEP and combinatorial R
Atsuo Kuniba, Shouya Maruyama and Masato Okado
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 34FT02
Atsuo Kuniba

Shouya Maruyama

We identify the algorithm for constructing steady states of the n-species totally
asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) on an L site periodic chain by Ferrari and
^ ) in
Martin with a composition of combinatorial R for the quantum affine algebra Uq(sl
L
crystal base theory. Based on this connection and the factorized form of the R matrix
derived recently from the tetrahedron equation, we establish a new matrix product formula
for the steady state of the TASEP, which is expressed in terms of corner transfer matrices of
the q-oscillator valued five-vertex model at q = 0.

Masato Okado

8
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FAST TRACK COMMUNICATIONS

Algebraic Bethe ansatz for the totally asymmetric simple exclusion
process with boundaries
Nicolas Crampe
Nicolas Crampe

2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 08FT01
We study the one-dimensional totally asymmetric simple exclusion process in contact
with two reservoirs including also a fugacity at one boundary. The eigenvectors and
the eigenvalues of the corresponding Markov matrix are computed using the modified
algebraic Bethe ansatz, a method introduced recently to study the spin chain with nondiagonal boundaries. We provide in this case a proof of this method.

The critical pulling force for self-avoiding walks
Nicholas R Beaton
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 16FT03
Nicholas Beaton

Self-avoiding walks (SAWs) are a simple and well-known model of long, flexible polymers in a
good solvent. Polymers being pulled away from a surface by an external agent can be modelled
with SAWs in a half-space, with a Boltzmann weight y = e f associated with the pulling force. This
model is known to have a critical point at a certain value yc of this Boltzmann weight, which is
the location of a transition between the so-called free and ballistic phases. The value yc = 1 has
been conjectured by several authors using numerical estimates. We provide a relatively simple
proof of this result, and show that further properties of the free energy of this system can be
determined by re-interpreting existing results about the two-point function of SAWs.

Operator product expansion and multi-point correlations in
turbulent energy cascades
Gregory Falkovich and Alexander Zamolodchikov
Gregory Falkovich

2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 18FT02
We discuss general features of the operator product expansion and use it to infer multipoint manifestations of the energy cascade in turbulence. We calculate explicitly the
possible form of the three-point velocity correlation function when one distance is smaller
than two others. We elucidate manifestation of direct and inverse energy cascades in the
three-point velocity correlation function.
iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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FAST TRACK COMMUNICATIONS

The ε-expansion from conformal field theory
Slava Rychkov and Zhong Ming Tan
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 29FT01
Slava Rychkov

Conformal multiplets of ϕ and ϕ3 recombine at the Wilson–Fisher fixed point, as a
consequence of the equations of motion. Using this fact and other constraints from
conformal symmetry, we reproduce the lowest nontrivial order results for the anomalous
dimensions of operators, without any input from perturbation theory.

Current fluctuations for totally asymmetric exclusion on the
relaxation scale
Sylvain Prolhac
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 06FT02
The fluctuations of the current for the one-dimensional totally asymmetric exclusion
process with L sites are studied in the relaxation regime of times T ~ L3/2. Using Bethe
ansatz for the periodic system with an evolution conditioned on special initial and final
states, the Fourier transform of the probability distribution of the fluctuations is calculated
exactly in the thermodynamic limit L → ∞ with finite density of particles. It is found to be
equal to a sum over discrete realizations of a scalar field in a linear potential with coupling
constant equal to the rescaled time T/L3/2 .

Black holes are almost optimal quantum cloners
Christoph Adami and Greg Ver Steeg
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 23FT01
Christoph Adami

10

If black holes were able to clone quantum states, a number of paradoxes in black hole
physics would disappear. However, the linearity of quantum mechanics forbids exact cloning
of quantum states. Here we show that black holes indeed clone incoming quantum states
with a fidelity that depends on the black hole’s absorption coefficient, without violating the
no-cloning theorem because the clones are only approximate. Perfectly reflecting black
holes are optimal universal ‘quantum cloning machines’ and operate on the principle of
stimulated emission, exactly as their quantum optical counterparts. In the limit of perfect
absorption, the fidelity of clones is only equal to what can be obtained via quantum state
estimation methods. But for any absorption probability less than one, the cloning fidelity is
nearly optimal as long as ω/T ≥ 10, a common parameter for modest-sized black holes.

iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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Statistical physics
Statistical physics encompasses the theory of many interacting entities.
Originally founded on the description of states of matter comprising
atoms and molecules, the theory now extends to the description of active
objects and driven systems.
Peter Sollich
Section Editor

The collection features research across the broad field of statistical physics. Random trees
underlie a variety of physical processes and have many applications. Here, Kalay and BenNaim remove nodes from the tree, fragmenting it into multiple components, and analyse
the resulting ‘forest’ (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 045001).
Dhar investigates the fragmentation of a two-dimensional sheet and proposes a simplified
model of the stochastic growth of cracks. This work has many interesting applications, for
example the concern about climate change and melting polar ice (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor.
48 175001).
Exchange processes underlie numerous physical phenomena. Krapivsky’s paper
investigates mass exchange processes driven by a source of monomers, considering both
homogeneous and localized input (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 205003).
Other notable works include Bettelheim’s paper in which the authors look to obtain a nonequilibrium extension to the Bethe ansatz for the Kondo model (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48
165003) and Desbois’ paper on random walks on a 2D square lattice (J. Phys. A: Math.
Theor. 48 425001).
Hopefully you will enjoy looking at these and the other contributions listed overleaf
which show the vitality of the field with JPhysA as a leading vehicle for mathematical and
theoretical progress.

iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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STATISTICAL PHYSICS

Dynamic blockage in an exclusion process
Mamata Sahoo, Jiajia Dong and Stefan Klumpp
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 015007
Mamata Sahoo

Stefan Klumpp

We study an asymmetric exclusion model with one dynamic roadblock particle. The
roadblock particle is allowed to move diffusively as well as by long-range jumps mimicking
an unbinding/rebinding process. Using Monte Carlo simulations and analytical
arguments, the two types of roadblock moves are considered both separately and in
combination. Several interesting dynamic phenomena are observed. The long-range
jumps of the roadblock lead to a current that depends on the number of particles in the
system rather than on the particle density, and thus scales linearly with the system size
(up to a critical size). This behavior can be explained by a collective motion of all particles
following the roadblock. The diffusive roadblock movements on the other hand lead to a
ratcheting motion with the active (driven) particles pushing the roadblock forward.

Finite temperature entanglement negativity in conformal field
theory
Pasquale Calabrese, John Cardy and Erik Tonni
Erik Tonni

2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 015006
We consider the logarithmic negativity of a finite interval embedded in an infinite one
dimensional system at finite temperature. We focus on conformal invariant systems and
we show that the naive approach based on the calculation of a two-point function of twist
fields in a cylindrical geometry yields a wrong result. The correct result is obtained through
a four-point function of twist fields in which two auxiliary fields are inserted far away from
the interval, and they are sent to infinity only after having taken the replica limit. In this way,
we find a universal scaling form for the finite temperature negativity which depends on the
full operator content of the theory and not only on the central charge. In the limit of low and
high temperatures, the expansion of this universal form can be obtained by means of the
operator product expansion. We check our results against exact numerical computations
for the critical harmonic chain.

12
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STATISTICAL PHYSICS

Metastable states in the hierarchical Dyson model drive parallel
processing in the hierarchical Hopfield network
Elena Agliari, Adriano Barra, Andrea Galluzzi, Francesco Guerra, Daniele Tantari and
Flavia Tavani
Elena Agliari

2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 015001
In this paper, we introduce and investigate the statistical mechanics of hierarchical neural
networks. First, we approach these systems à la Mattis, by thinking of the Dyson model
as a single-pattern hierarchical neural network. We also discuss the stability of different
retrievable states as predicted by the related self-consistencies obtained both from a
mean-field bound and from a bound that bypasses the mean-field limitation. The latter is
worked out by properly reabsorbing the magnetization fluctuations related to higher levels
of the hierarchy into effective fields for the lower levels. Remarkably, mixing Amit’s ansatz
technique for selecting candidate-retrievable states with the interpolation procedure for
solving for the free energy of these states, we prove that, due to gauge symmetry, the
Dyson model accomplishes both serial and parallel processing. We extend this scenario
to multiple stored patterns by implementing the Hebb prescription for learning within the
couplings. This results in Hopfield-like networks constrained on a hierarchical topology,
for which, by restricting to the low-storage regime where the number of patterns grows
at its most logarithmical with the amount of neurons, we prove the existence of the
thermodynamic limit for the free energy, and we give an explicit expression of its meanfield bound and of its related improved bound. We studied the resulting self-consistencies
for the Mattis magnetizations, which act as order parameters, are studied and the stability
of solutions is analyzed to get a picture of the overall retrieval capabilities of the system
according to both mean-field and non-mean-field scenarios. Our main finding is that
embedding the Hebbian rule on a hierarchical topology allows the network to accomplish
both serial and parallel processing. By tuning the level of fast noise affecting it or
triggering the decay of the interactions with the distance among neurons, the system may
switch from sequential retrieval to multitasking features, and vice versa. However, since
these multitasking capabilities are basically due to the vanishing ‘dialogue’ between spins
at long distance, this effective penury of links strongly penalizes the network’s capacity,
with results bounded by low storage.

iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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STATISTICAL PHYSICS

Fragmentation of random trees
Z Kalay and E Ben-Naim
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 045001
We study fragmentation of a random recursive tree into a forest by repeated removal
of nodes. The initial tree consists of N nodes and it is generated by sequential addition
of nodes with each new node attaching to a randomly-selected existing node. As
nodes are removed from the tree, one at a time, the tree dissolves into an ensemble of
separate trees, namely, a forest. We study statistical properties of trees and nodes in
this heterogeneous forest, and find that the fraction of remaining nodes m characterizes
the system in the limit N → ∞. We obtain analytically the size density φs of trees of size
s. The size density has power-law tail φs ~ s–a with exponent a = 1 + –m1 . Therefore, the tail
becomes steeper as further nodes are removed, and the fragmentation process is unusual
in that exponent a increases continuously with time. We also extend our analysis to the
case where nodes are added as well as removed, and obtain the asymptotic size density
for growing trees.

Towards a non-equilibrium Bethe ansatz for the Kondo Model
Eldad Bettelheim
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 165003
Eldad Bettelheim

14

We give integral equations for the generating function of the cummulants of the work
done in a quench for the Kondo model in the thermodynamic limit. Our approach is based
on an extension of the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz to non-equilibrium situations. This
extension is made possible by use of a large N expansion of the overlap between Bethe
states. In particular, we make use of the Slavnov determinant formula for such overlaps,
passing to a function-space representation of the Slavnov matrix. We leave the analysis of
the resulting integral equations to future work.

iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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STATISTICAL PHYSICS

Fragmentation of a sheet by propagating, branching and merging
cracks
Deepak Dhar
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 175001
Deepak Dhar

We consider a model of the fragmentation of a sheet by cracks that move with a velocity in
a preferred direction but which undergo random transverse displacements as they move.
There is a non-zero probability of crack-splitting and the split cracks move independently.
If two cracks meet, they merge, and move as a single crack. In the steady state, there is
non-zero density of cracks and the sheet left behind by the moving cracks is broken into a
large number of fragments of different sizes. The evolution operator for this model reduces
to the Hamiltonian of a quantum XY spin chain, which is exactly integrable. This allows
us to determine the steady state and to also determine the distribution of the sizes of
the fragments.

Mass exchange processes with input
Paul Krapivsky
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 205003
We investigate a system of interacting clusters evolving through mass exchange and
supplemented by input of small clusters. Three possibilities depending on the rate of
exchange generically occur when input is homogeneous: continuous growth, gelation, and
instantaneous gelation. We mostly study the growth regime using scaling methods. An
exchange process with reaction rates equal to the product of reactant masses admits an
exact solution which allows us to justify the validity of scaling approaches in this special
case. We also investigate exchange processes with a localized input. We show that if
the diffusion coefficients are mass-independent, the cluster mass distribution becomes
stationary and develops an algebraic tail far away from the source.

iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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STATISTICAL PHYSICS

Ageing first passage time density in continuous time random walks
and quenched energy landscapes
Henning Krüsemann, Aljaž Godec and Ralf Metzler
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 285001
Ralf Metzler

We study the first passage dynamics of an ageing stochastic process in the continuous
time random walk (CTRW) framework. In such CTRW processes the test particle
performs a random walk, in which successive steps are separated by random waiting
times distributed in terms of the waiting time probability density function ψ(t) b t–1–a
(0 ≤ α ≤ 2). An ageing stochastic process is defined by the explicit dependence of its
dynamic quantities on the ageing time ta, the time elapsed between its preparation and
the start of the observation. Subdiffusive ageing CTRWs with 0 < α < 1 describe systems
such as charge carriers in amorphous semiconducters, tracer dispersion in geological and
biological systems, or the dynamics of blinking quantum dots. We derive the exact forms
of the first passage time density for an ageing subdiffusive CTRW in the semi-infinite,
confined, and biased case, finding different scaling regimes for weakly, intermediately,
and strongly aged systems: these regimes, with different scaling laws, are also found
when the scaling exponent is in the range 1 < α < 2 , for sufficiently long ta. We compare
our results with the ageing motion of a test particle in a quenched energy landscape. We
test our theoretical results in the quenched landscape against simulations: only when the
bias is strong enough, the correlations from returning to previously visited sites become
insignificant and the results approach the ageing CTRW results. With small bias or without
bias, the ageing effects disappear and a change in the exponent compared to the case of
a completely annealed landscape can be found, reflecting the build-up of correlations in
the quenched landscape.

Algebraic area enclosed by random walks on a lattice
Jean Desbois
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 425001
Jean Desbois

16

We compute the moments 〈A2k〉 of the area enclosed by an N-steps random walk on a 2D
lattice. We consider separately the cases where the walk comes back to the origin or not.
We also compute, for both cases, the characteristic function 〈ei B A〉 at order 1/N2.

iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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Theoretical analysis of dynamic processes for interacting molecular
motors
Hamid Teimouri, Anatoly B Kolomeisky and Kareem Mehrabiani
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 065001
Anatoly Kolomeisky

Biological transport is supported by the collective dynamics of enzymatic molecules that
are called motor proteins or molecular motors. Experiments suggest that motor proteins
interact locally via short-range potentials. We investigate the fundamental role of these
interactions by carrying out an analysis of a new class of totally asymmetric exclusion
processes, in which interactions are accounted for in a thermodynamically consistent
fashion. This allows us to explicitly connect microscopic features of motor proteins
with their collective dynamic properties. A theoretical analysis that combines various
mean-field calculations and computer simulations suggests that the dynamic properties
of molecular motors strongly depend on the interactions, and that the correlations are
stronger for interacting motor proteins. Surprisingly, it is found that there is an optimal
strength of interactions (weak repulsion) that leads to a maximal particle flux. It is
also argued that molecular motor transport is more sensitive to attractive interactions.
Applications of these results for kinesin motor proteins are discussed.

On integrable directed polymer models on the square lattice
Thimothée Thiery and Pierre Le Doussal
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 465001
Thimothée Thiery

In a recent work Povolotsky (2013 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 46 465205) provided a
three-parameter family of stochastic particle systems with zero-range interactions in
one-dimension which are integrable by coordinate Bethe ansatz. Using these results we
obtain the corresponding condition for integrability of a class of directed polymer models
with random weights on the square lattice. Analyzing the solutions we find, besides known
cases, a new two-parameter family of integrable DP model, which we call the Inverse-Beta
polymer, and provide its Bethe ansatz solution.

iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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Chaotic and complex systems

Arkady Pikovsky
Section Editor

Furious development of nonlinear physics in the last decades of the
20th century, due to progress in such fields as chaos, nonlinear pattern
formation and turbulence along with the non-trivial role of noise in
nonlinear systems, resulted in establishing it, together with statistical
physics, as a major methodological interdisciplinary approach to the
study of classical dynamical phenomena.
This success story continues in the field of complexity science, fulfilling the
expectation of Stephen Hawking, who in 2000 said: “I think the next century will be the
century of complexity.”
JPhysA offers an optimal platform both for presenting theoretically and mathematically
oriented contributions to the basics of nonlinear and complex systems and for publishing
diverse applied studies in this truly interdisciplinary field.
Many excellent examples addressing a hugely varied chaotic and complex system can be
found in the current special issue “Mathematics for the Fluid Earth”, along with the original
research highlighted in this collection.

Measuring complexity through average symmetry
Roberto C Alamino
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 275101
Roberto Alamino

18

This work introduces a complexity measure which addresses some conflicting issues
between existing ones by using a new principle—measuring the average amount of
symmetry broken by an object. It attributes low (although different) complexity to
either deterministic or random homogeneous densities and higher complexity to the
intermediate cases. This new measure is easily computable, breaks the coarse graining
paradigm and can be straightforwardly generalized, including to continuous cases and
general networks. By applying this measure to a series of objects, it is shown that it can be
consistently used for both small scale structures with exact symmetry breaking and large
scale patterns, for which, differently from similar measures, it consistently discriminates
between repetitive patterns, random configurations and self-similar structures.
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Self-averaging characteristics of spectral fluctuations
Petr Braun and Fritz Haake
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 135101
Petr Braun

Fritz Haake

The spectral form factor as well as the two-point correlator of the density of (quasi-)energy
levels of individual quantum dynamics are not self-averaging. Only suitable smoothing
turns them into useful characteristics of spectra. We present numerical data for a fully
chaotic kicked top, employing two types of smoothing: one involves primitives of the
spectral correlator, the second, a small imaginary part of the quasi-energy. Self-averaging
universal (like the circular unitary ensemble (CUE) average) behavior is found for the
smoothed correlator, apart from noise which shrinks like 1/√N as the dimension N of the
quantum Hilbert space grows. There are periodically repeated quasi-energy windows of
correlation decay and revival wherein the smoothed correlation remains finite as
N → ∞ such that the noise is negligible. In between those windows (where the CUE
averaged correlator takes on values of the order 1/N 2) the noise becomes dominant
and self-averaging is lost. We conclude that the noise forbids distinction of CUE and GUEtype behavior. Surprisingly, the underlying smoothed generating function does not enjoy
any self-averaging outside the range of its variables relevant for determining the
two-point correlator (and certain higher-order ones). We corroborate our numerical
findings for the noise by analytically determining the CUE variance of the smoothed
single-matrix correlator.

Co-existing hidden attractors in a radio-physical oscillator system
A P Kuznetsov, S P Kuznetsov, E Mosekilde and N V Stankevich
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 125101
N V Stankevich

The term ‘hidden attractor’ relates to a stable periodic, quasiperiodic or chaotic state
whose basin of attraction does not overlap with the neighborhood of an unstable
equilibrium point. Considering a three-dimensional oscillator system that does not allow
for the existence of an equilibrium point, this paper describes the formation of several
different coexisting sets of hidden attractors, including the simultaneous presence of
a pair of coinciding quasiperiodic attractors and of two mutually symmetric chaotic
attractors. We follow the dynamics of the system as a function of the basic oscillator
frequency, describe the bifurcations through which hidden attractors of different type arise
and disappear, and illustrate the form of the basins of attraction.
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Semiclassical spectral function for matter waves in random
potentials
M I Trappe, D Delande and C A Müller
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 245102
Martin Trappe

An&-expansion is presented for the ensemble-averaged spectral function of
noninteracting matter waves in random potentials. We obtain the leading quantum
corrections to the deep classical limit at high energies by the Wigner–Weyl formalism.
The analytical results are checked with success against the numerical data for Gaussian
and laser speckle potentials with Gaussian spatial correlation in two dimensions.
Dominique Delande

On the theory of Ostwald ripening: formation of the universal
distribution
D V Alexandrov
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 035103
Dimitri Alexandrov

A theoretical description of the final stage of Ostwald ripening given by Lifshitz and Slyozov
(LS) predicts that after long times the distribution of particles over sizes tends to a universal
form. A qualitative behavior of their theory has been confirmed, but experimental particle
size distributions are more broad and squat than the LS asymptotic solution. The origin
of discrepancies between the theory and experimental data is caused by the relaxation
of solutions from the early to late stages of Ostwald ripening. In other words, the initial
conditions at the ripening stage lead to the formation of a transition region near the blocking
point of the LS theory and completely determine the distribution function. A new theoretical
approach of the present analysis based on the Slezov theory (Slezov 1978 Formation of the
universal distribution function in the dimension space for new-phase particles in the diffusive
decomposition of the supersaturated solid solution J. Phys. Chem. Solids 39 367–74;
Slezov 2009 Kinetics of First-Order Phase Transitions (Weinheim: Wiley, VCH)) focuses on
a relaxation dynamics of analytical solutions from the early stage of Ostwald ripening to its
concluding state, which is described by the LS asymptotic regime. An algebraic equation
for the boundaries of a transition layer independent of all material parameters is derived. A
time-dependent function ε(τ) responsible for the evolution of solutions at the ripening stage
is found. The distribution function obtained is more broad and flat than the LS asymptotic
solution. The particle radius, supersaturation and number density as functions of time are
determined. The analytical solutions obtained are in good agreement with experimental data.
20
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Mathematical physics
In this section, we welcome papers in which the ideas, techniques and
applications flow between theoretical physics and mathematics in either
direction. We have had the pleasure of publishing excellent papers
in 2015; some of the most interesting contributions are listed in this
Highlights collection.
Atsuo Kuniba
Section Editor

The collection features papers across the mathematical physics spectrum. Webb and
Cohen consider the deterministic motion of a particle moving on the honeycomb lattice,
whose sites are randomly occupied by left and right flipping rotators. The authors describe
how the particle not only creates a number of reflecting structures, but can also transform
and annihilate them, elucidating intriguing aspects of the dynamics (J. Phys. A: Math.
Theor. 48 485203).
The six-vertex model is a classic example of an integrable statistical model. In their
paper Ribeiro and Korepin consider an interesting case of the boundary condition and
investigated its influence on thermodynamic properties of the system (J. Phys. A: Math.
Theor. 48 045205). Vicedo explores the construction of deformed integrable [sigma]models; an interesting framework that applies to both Yang-Baxter type and gauged WZW
type deformations (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 355203). The work begins to clarify the
connection between the models, opening the issue for further investigation.
The selection of articles here demonstrates the quality of publications in the section.
In other key works Miller and Olkiewicz add some new life to the theory of positive
maps with their alternative, geometrical proof of a known theorem concerning the
decomposition of positive maps of the matrix algebra (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48
255203). Gould and Isaac solve the first steps to a derivation of the matrix elements
of the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 025201). The
representation theory of basic classical Lie superalgebras plays a central role in many
branches of mathematics and physics.
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Reduced matrix elements of the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra
Mark D Gould and Phillip S Isaac
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 025201
We utilize characteristic identities to construct eigenvalue formulae for invariants and reduced
matrix elements corresponding to irreducible representations of osp(men). In presenting
these results, we further develop our programme of constructive representation theory via
characteristic identities.

Thermodynamic limit of the six-vertex model with reflecting end
G A P Ribeiro and V E Korepin
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 045205
G Ribeiro

We study the thermodynamic limit of the six-vertex model with domain wall boundary and
reflecting end. We have found a number of special points where the partition function is
directly obtained. We take the homogeneous limit of the Tsuchiya determinant formula
of the partition function. This determinant formula satisfies the bidimensional Toda
equation. We exploit this fact in order to take the thermodynamic limit and obtain the free
energy of the six-vertex model with reflecting end. We successfully determined the free
energy and entropy in the disordered regime.

V E Korepin

Deformed integrable σ-models, classical R-matrices and classical
exchange algebra on Drinfel’d doubles
Benoît Vicedo
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 355203
We describe a unifying framework for the systematic construction of integrable
deformations of integrable σ-models within the Hamiltonian formalism. It applies equally
to both the ‘Yang–Baxter’ type as well as ‘gauged WZW’ type deformations which were
considered recently in the literature. As a byproduct, these two families of integrable
deformations are shown to be Poisson–Lie T-dual of one another.

22
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The smallest eigenvalue distribution in the real Wishart–Laguerre
ensemble with even topology
T Wirtz, G Akemann, T Guhr, M Kieburg and R Wegner
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 245202
We consider rectangular random matrices of size p × n belonging to the real Wishart–
Laguerre ensemble also known as the chiral Gaussian orthogonal ensemble. This
ensemble appears in many applications like QCD, mesoscopic physics, and time series
analysis. We are particularly interested in the distribution of the smallest non-zero
eigenvalue and the gap probability to find no eigenvalue in an interval [0, t]. While for
odd topology ν = n – p explicit closed results are known for finite and infinite matrix size,
for even ν > 2 only recursive expressions in p are available. The smallest eigenvalue
distribution as well as the gap probability for general even ν is equivalent to expectation
values of characteristic polynomials raised to a half-integer power. The computation
of such averages is done via a combination of skew-orthogonal polynomials and
bosonisation methods. The results are given in terms of Pfaffian determinants both
at finite p and in the hard edge scaling limit (p → ∞ and ν fixed) for an arbitrary even
topology ν. Numerical simulations for the correlated Wishart ensemble illustrate the
universality of our results in this particular limit. These simulations point to a validity of the
hard edge scaling limit beyond the invariant case.

Columnar phase in quantum dimer models
Alessandro Giuliani and Elliott H Lieb
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 235203
Alessandro Giuliani

The quantum dimer model, relevant for short-range resonant valence bond physics, is
rigorously shown to have long range order in a crystalline phase in the attractive case
at low temperature and not too large flipping term. This term flips horizontal dimer pairs
to vertical pairs (and vice versa) and is responsible for the word ‘quantum’ in the title.
In addition to the dimers, monomers are also allowed. The mathematical method used
is ‘reflection positivity’. The model and proof can easily be generalized to dimers or
plaquettes in three-dimensions.

Elliott Lieb
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Topology of the cone of positive maps on qubit systems
Marek Miller and Robert Olkiewicz
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 255203
An alternative, geometrical proof of a known theorem concerning the decomposition
of positive maps of the matrix algebra M2(C) has been presented. The premise of the
proof is the identification of positive maps with operators preserving the Lorentz cone
in four dimensions, and it allows to decompose the positive maps with respect to those
preserving the boundary of the cone. In addition, useful conditions implying complete
positivity of a map of M2(C) have been given, together with a sufficient condition for
complete positivity of an extremal Schwarz map of M2(C). Lastly, following the same
geometrical approach, a description in topological terms of maps that are simultaneously
completely positive and completely copositive has been presented.

Self-limiting trajectories of a particle moving deterministically in a
random medium
B Z Webb and E G D Cohen
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 485203
Ben Webb

E G D Cohen

24

We study the motion of a particle moving on a two-dimensional honeycomb lattice, whose
sites are randomly occupied by either right or left rotators. These rotators deterministically
scatter the particle to the right or left, additionally changing orientation from left to right or
from right to left after scattering the particle. In the model we consider, the scatterers are
each initially oriented to the right with probability p ∈ [0, 1]. The initial configuration of
scatterers, which forms the medium through which the particle moves, is set up so that the
scatterer’s orientations are independent and identically distributed. For p ∈ (0, 1), we show
that as the particle moves through the lattice, it creates a number of reflecting structures.
These structures ultimately limit the particle’s motion, causing it to have a periodic trajectory.
As p approaches either 0 or 1, and the medium becomes increasingly homogenous, the
particle’s dynamics undergoes a discontinuous transition from this self-limiting, periodic
motion to a self-avoiding motion, where the particle’s trajectory, away from its initial position,
is a self-avoiding walk. In a generalization of this model, we also show the same periodic
behavior exists if the model’s initial configuration of scatterers are independently but not
identically distributed. However, if these orientations are not chosen independently, we
demonstrate that this can drastically change the particle’s motion causing it to have a
nonperiodic behavior.
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Three-dimensional superintegrable systems in a static
electromagnetic field
A Marchesiello, L Šnobl and P Winternitz
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 395206
A Marchesiello

L Šnobl

We consider a charged particle moving in a static electromagnetic field described by the
→→
→
vector potential A (x) and the electrostatic potential V (x). We study the conditions on the
structure of the integrals of motion of the first and second order in momenta, in particular
how they are influenced by the gauge invariance of the problem. Next, we concentrate on
the three possibilities for integrability arising from the first order integrals corresponding to
three nonequivalent subalgebras of the Euclidean algebra, namely (P1, P2), (L3, P3) and
(L1, L2, L3) For these cases we look for additional independent integrals of first or second
order in the momenta. These would make the system superintegrable (minimally or
maximally). We study their quantum spectra and classical equations of motion. In some
cases nonpolynomial integrals of motion occur and ensure maximal superintegrability.

P Winternitz

Analysis of series expansions for non-algebraic singularities
Anthony J Guttmann
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 045209
Tony Guttmann

An underlying assumption of existing methods of series analysis is that singularities
are algebraic. Functions with such singularities have their nth coefficient behaving
asymptotically as A • µn • ng. Recently, a number of problems in statistical mechanics and
combinatorics has been encountered in which the coefficients behave asymptotically as
B • µn • µ1nσ • ng, where typically σ is a simple, rational number between 0 and 1.
Identifying this behaviour, and then extracting estimates for the critical parameters
B, µ, µ1, σ, and g presents a significant numerical challenge. We describe methods
developed to meet this challenge.
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Quantum mechanics and
quantum information theory
The quantum mechanics and quantum information section of the journal
publishes a broad spectrum of papers, from research that considers
the foundational and conceptual ideas underlying quantum mechanics
to articles that discuss aspects of quantum information as diverse as
entanglement measures, quantum communication and cryptography.
Otfried Gühne
Section Editor

The collection features papers from across this spectrum including Fiorini et al (J. Phys. A:
Math. Theor. 48 025302) who consider generalised probability theories and polytopes;
Yin, Marciniak and Horodecki (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 135303) whose research uses
the operator space technique to analyse a quantum steering scenario; and Catana, Bouten
and Guţă (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 365301) who study an open quantum system in the
input-output formalism, finding an explicit expression for the asymptotic Fisher information.
Johnson and Viola (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 035307) develop a framework to look at the
concept of quantum joinability, while Heinosaari et al (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 435301)
investigate the behaviour of incompatibility in noisy quantum channels.
The collection also includes a number of papers looking at general aspects of quantum
states, among them, Link and Strunz (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 275301) who study
the geometry of Gaussian quantum states. Andersson et al (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48
345301) consider states of finite Heisenberg groups, which are far from stabiliser states,
and finally, Kech, Vrana and Wolf (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 265303) consider quantum
tomography in cases where prior information restricts the state space.
We hope that you enjoy these articles and we are pleased to have the opportunity to
highlight some of the excellent work published in the section in 2015. We look forward to
publishing more high quality work across all aspects of quantum mechanics and quantum
information throughout 2016.
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Generalised probabilistic theories and conic extensions of
polytopes
Samuel Fiorini, Serge Massar, Manas K Patra and Hans Raj Tiwary
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 025302
Generalized probabilistic theories (GPT) provide a general framework that includes
classical and quantum theories. It is described by a cone C and its dual C*. We show
that whether some one-way communication complexity problems can be solved within
a GPT is equivalent to the recently introduced cone factorization of the corresponding
communication matrix M. We also prove an analogue of Holevo’s theorem: when the
cone C is contained in Rn, the classical capacity of the channel realized by sending GPT
states and measuring them is bounded by log n. Polytopes and optimising functions over
polytopes arise in many areas of discrete mathematics. A conic extension of a polytope
is the intersection of a cone C with an affine subspace whose projection onto the original
space yields the desired polytope. Extensions of polytopes can sometimes be much
simpler geometric objects than the polytope itself. The existence of a conic extension of
a polytope is equivalent to that of a cone factorization of the slack matrix of the polytope,
on the same cone. We show that all polytopes whose vertices can be recognized by a
polynomial size circuit, which includes as a special case the travelling salesman polytope
and many other polytopes from combinatorial optimization, have small conic extension
complexity when the cone is the completely positive cone. Using recent exponential lower
bounds on the linear extension complexity of polytopes, this provides an exponential
gap between the communication complexity of GPT based on the completely positive
cone and classical communication complexity, and a conjectured exponential gap
with quantum communication complexity. Our work thus relates the communication
complexity of generalizations of quantum theory to questions of mainstream interest in
the area of combinatorial optimization.
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Single-photon observables and preparation uncertainty relations
G Guarnieri, M Motta and L Lanz
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 265302
G Guarnieri

M Motta

We propose a procedure to define all single-photon observables in a consistent and
unified picture based on operational approach to quantum mechanics. We identify the
suppression of zero-helicity states as a projection from an extended Hilbert space onto the
physical single-photon Hilbert space. We show that all single-photon observables are in
general described by positive-operator valued measures (POVMs), obtained by applying
this projection to opportune projection-valued measures (PVMs) defined on the extended
Hilbert space. The POVMs associated to momentum and helicity reduce to PVMs, unlike
those associated to position and spin. This fact reflects the intrinsic unsharpness of these
observables. We apply this formalism to study the preparation uncertainty relations for
position and momentum and to compute the probability distribution of spin, for a broad
class of Gaussian states. Results show quantitatively the enhancement of the statistical
character of the theory.

Geometry of Gaussian quantum states
Valentin Link and Walter T Strunz
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 275301
Valentin Link

Walter Strunz
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We study the Hilbert–Schmidt measure on the manifold of mixed Gaussian states in
multi-mode continuous variable quantum systems. An analytical expression for the
Hilbert–Schmidt volume element is derived. Its corresponding probability measure can be
used to study typical properties of Gaussian states. It turns out that although the manifold
of Gaussian states is unbounded, an ensemble of Gaussian states distributed according
to this measure still has a normalizable distribution of symplectic eigenvalues, from which
unitarily invariant properties can be obtained. By contrast, we find that for an ensemble
of one-mode Gaussian states based on the Bures measure the corresponding distribution
cannot be normalized. As important applications, we determine the distribution and the
mean value of von Neumann entropy and purity for the Hilbert–Schmidt measure.
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The role of topology in quantum tomography
Michael Kech, Péter Vrana and Michael M Wolf
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 265303
Michael Kech

We investigate quantum tomography in scenarios where prior information restricts the state
space to a smooth manifold of lower dimensionality. By considering stability we provide a
general framework that relates the topology of the manifold to the minimal number of binary
measurement settings that is necessary to discriminate any two states on the manifold. We
apply these findings to cases where the subset of states under consideration is given by
states with bounded rank, fixed spectrum, given unitary symmetry or taken from a unitary
orbit. For all these cases we provide both upper and lower bounds on the minimal number
of binary measurement settings necessary to discriminate any two states of these subsets.

Fragile entanglement statistics
Dorje C Brody, Lane P Hughston and David M Meier
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 425301
Dorje Brody

Lane Hughston

If X and Y are independent, Y and Z are independent, and so are X and Z, one might
be tempted to conclude that X, Y, and Z are independent. But it has long been known
in classical probability theory that, intuitive as it may seem, this is not true in general.
In quantum mechanics one can ask whether analogous statistics can emerge for
configurations of particles in certain types of entangled states. The explicit construction
of such states, along with the specification of suitable sets of observables that have the
purported statistical properties, is not entirely straightforward. We show that an example
of such a configuration arises in the case of an N-particle GHZ state, and we are able
to identify a family of observables with the property that the associated measurement
outcomes are independent for any choice of 2, 3, ..., N – 1 of the particles, even though
the measurement outcomes for all N particles are not independent. Although such states
are highly entangled, the entanglement turns out to be ‘fragile’, i.e. the associated density
matrix has the property that if one traces out the freedom associated with even a single
particle, the resulting reduced density matrix is separable.

David Meier
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Geometry of adiabatic Hamiltonians for two-level quantum systems
J M S Lehto and K-A Suominen
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 235301
Jaakko Lehto

We present the formulation of the problem of the coherent dynamics of quantum
mechanical two-level systems in the adiabatic region in terms of the differential geometry of
plane curves. We show that there is a natural plane curve corresponding to the Hamiltonian
of the system for which the geometrical quantities have a simple physical interpretation. In
particular, the curvature of the curve has the role of the nonadiabatic coupling.

K-A Suominen

On state versus channel quantum extension problems: exact
results for U  U  U symmetry
Peter D Johnson and Lorenza Viola
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 035307
Peter Johnson

Lorenza Viola
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We develop a framework which unifies seemingly different extension (or ‘joinability’)
problems for bipartite quantum states and channels. This includes known extension
problems such as optimal quantum cloning and quantum marginal problems as special
instances. Central to our generalization is a variant of the Jamiołkowski isomorphism
between bipartite states and linear transformations, which we term the homocorrelation
map: in contrast to the better-known Choi isomorphism which emphasizes the preservation
of the positivity constraint, use of the Jamiołkowski isomorphism allows one to characterize
the preservation of the statistical correlations of bipartite states and quantum channels.
The resulting homocorrelation map thus acquires a natural operational interpretation.
We define and analyze state-joining, channel-joining, and local-positive-joining problems
in three-party settings with collective U  U  U symmetry, obtaining exact analytical
characterizations in low dimensions. We find that bipartite quantum states are limited in
the degree to which their measurement outcomes may agree, whereas quantum channels
are limited in the degree to which their measurement outcomes may disagree. Loosely
speaking, quantum mechanics enforces an upper bound on the strength of positive
correlation across two subsystems at a single time, as well as on the strength of negative
correlation between the state of a single system across two instants of time. We argue that
these general statistical bounds inform the quantum joinability limitations, and show that
they are in fact sufficient for the three-party U  U  U-invariant setting.
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Incompatibility breaking quantum channels
Teiko Heinosaari, Jukka Kiukas, Daniel Reitzner and Jussi Schultz
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 435301
Jukka Kiukas

Daniel Reitzner

A typical bipartite quantum protocol, such as EPR-steering, relies on two quantum features,
entanglement of states and incompatibility of measurements. Noise can delete both
of these quantum features. In this work we study the behavior of incompatibility under
noisy quantum channels. The starting point for our investigation is the observation that
compatible measurements cannot become incompatible by the action of any channel. We
focus our attention to channels which completely destroy the incompatibility of various
relevant sets of measurements. We call such channels incompatibility breaking, in analogy
to the concept of entanglement breaking channels. This notion is relevant especially for the
understanding of noise-robustness of the local measurement resources for steering.

Jussi Schultz

Operator space approach to steering inequality
Zhi Yin, Marcin Marciniak and Michał Horodecki
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 135303
In Junge and Palazuelos (2011 Commun. Math. Phys. 306 695–746) and Junge et al
(2010 Commun. Math. Phys. 300 715–39) the operator space theory was applied to
study bipartite Bell inequalities. The aim of the paper is to follow this line of research and
use the operator space technique to analyze the steering scenario. We obtain a bipartite
steering functional with unbounded largest violation of steering inequality, as well as
constructing all ingredients explicitly. It turns out that the unbounded largest violation
is obtained by a non maximally entangled state. Moreover, we focus on the bipartite
dichotomic case where we construct a steering functional with unbounded largest
violation of steering inequality. This phenomenon is different to the Bell scenario where
only the bounded largest violation can be obtained by any bipartite dichotomic
Bell functional.
iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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States that are far from being stabilizer states
David Andersson, Ingemar Bengtsson, Kate Blanchfield and Hoan Bui Dang
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 345301
David Andersson

Hoan Bui Dang

Stabilizer states are eigenvectors of maximal commuting sets of operators in a finite
Heisenberg group. States that are far from being stabilizer states include magic states in
quantum computation, MUB-balanced states, and SIC vectors. In prime dimensions the
latter two fall under the umbrella of minimum uncertainty states (MUSs) in the sense of
Wootters and Sussman. We study the correlation between two ways in which the notion
of ‘far from being a stabilizer state’ can be quantified. Two theorems valid for all prime
dimensions are given, as well as detailed results for low dimensions. In dimension 7 we
identify the MUB-balanced states as being antipodal to the SIC vectors within the set of
MUS, in a sense that we make definite. In dimension 4 we show that the states that come
closest to being MUS with respect to all of the six stabilizer MUBs are the fiducial vectors
for Alltop MUBs.

Fisher informations and local asymptotic normality for continuoustime quantum Markov processes
Catalin Catana, Luc Bouten and Mădălin Guţă
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 365301
Mădălin Guţă

We consider the problem of estimating an arbitrary dynamical parameter of an open
quantum system in the input–output formalism. For irreducible Markov processes, we
show that in the limit of large times the system-output state can be approximated by a
quantum Gaussian state whose mean is proportional to the unknown parameter. This
approximation holds locally in a neighbourhood of size t –1/2 in the parameter space, and
provides an explicit expression of the asymptotic quantum Fisher information in terms of
the Markov generator. Furthermore we show that additive statistics of the counting and
homodyne measurements also satisfy local asymptotic normality and we compute the
corresponding classical Fisher informations. The general theory is illustrated with the
examples of a two-level system and the atom maser. Our results contribute towards a
better understanding of the statistical and probabilistic properties of the output process,
with relevance for quantum control engineering, and the theory of non-equilibrium
quantum open systems.
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Field theory and string theory
The JPhysA section on field theory and string theory continues to attract
many articles on these subjects. Among the topics receiving particular
attention are higher spin symmetry, integrability in gauge and string
theories, conformal field theories, and topological aspects of quantum
field theory.
Joe Minahan
Section Editor

Higher spin symmetry has proven to be an important concept for better understanding the
AdS/CFT correspondence. This year we have several highlighted articles on this topic.
This includes those by Fredenhagen and Kessel (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 035402),
Alkalaev et al (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 015401), Gaberdiel and Gopakumar (J. Phys.
A: Math. Theor. 48 185402), Beccaria and Tseytlin (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 275401),
and de Mello Koch et al (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 105403).
Integrability has proven to be a powerful tool for finding the spectra of certain
superconformal field theories, even at strong couplings. It has also been used to find
classical string solutions in curved backgrounds. Highlighted papers related to this subject
are Forini et al (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 085401), Kameyama and Yoshida (J. Phys. A:
Math. Theor. 48 075401), and Sundin and Wulff (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 105402).
Conformal field theories are quantum field theories with no physical mass scale. The
highlighted papers on this topic are those by Canagasabey et al (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor.
48 415402) and Spodyneiko (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 275404).
Skyrmions are topological solutions of nonlinear sigma models that are used to describe
baryons and nuclei. Salmi and Sutcliff contributed a highlighted paper on this subject
(J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 035401).
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Metric- and frame-like higher-spin gauge theories in three
dimensions
Stefan Fredenhagen and Pan Kessel
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 035402
We study the relation between the frame-like and metric-like formulation of higher-spin
gauge theories in three space–time dimensions. We concentrate on the theory that
is described by an SL(3) x SL(3) Chern–Simons theory in the frame-like formulation.
The metric-like theory is obtained by eliminating the generalized spin connection by its
equation of motion, and by expressing everything in terms of the metric and a spin-3
Fronsdal field. We give an exact map between fields and gauge parameters in both
formulations. To work out the gauge transformations explicitly in terms of metric-like
variables, we have to make a perturbative expansion in the spin-3 field. We describe an
algorithm for how to do this systematically, and we work out the gauge transformations to
cubic order in the spin-3 field. We use these results to determine the gauge algebra to this
order, and explain why the commutator of two spin-3 transformations only closes on-shell.

Uniformizing higher-spin equations
K B Alkalaev, M A Grigoriev and E D Skvortsov
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 015401
K B Alkalaev

Vasiliev’s higher-spin (HS) theories in various dimensions are uniformly represented as
a simple system of equations. These equations and their gauge invariances are based
on two superalgebras and have a transparent algebraic meaning. For a given HS theory
these algebras can be inferred from the vacuum HS symmetries. The proposed system
of equations admits a concise AKSZ formulation. We also discuss novel HS systems
including partially-massless and massive fields in AdS, as well as conformal and massless
off-shell fields.

M A Grigoriev

E D Skvortsov
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One-loop spectroscopy of semi classically quantized strings:
bosonic sector
Valentina Forini, Valentina Giangreco M Puletti, Michael Pawellek and
Edoardo Vescovi
Valentina Forini

Valentina Giangreco
M Puletti

2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 085401
We make a further step in the analytically exact quantization of spinning string states
in semiclassical approximation, by evaluating the exact one-loop partition function for
a class of two-spin string solutions for which quadratic fluctuations form a non-trivial
system of coupled modes. This is the case of a folded string in the SU(2) sector, in the
limit described by a quantum Landau–Lifshitz model. The same applies to the full bosonic
sector of fluctuations over the folded spinning string in AdS5 with an angular momentum
J in S5. Fluctuations are governed by a special class of fourth-order differential operators,
with coefficients being meromorphic functions on the torus, which we are able to solve
exactly.

Michael Pawellek

Stringy symmetries and the higher spin square
Matthias R Gaberdiel and Rajesh Gopakumar
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 185402
Matthias Gaberdiel

Rajesh Gopakumar

Tensionless string theory on AdS3 x S3 x T4 , as captured by a free symmetric product
orbifold, has a large set of conserved currents which can be usefully organized in terms
of representations of a N = (4, 4) supersymmetric higher spin algebra. In this paper we
focus on the single particle currents which generate the asymptotic stringy symmetry
algebra on AdS3, and whose wedge modes describe the unbroken gauge symmetries of
string theory in this background. We show that this global subalgebra contains two distinct
higher spin algebras that generate the full algebra as a ‘higher spin square’. The resulting
unbroken stringy symmetry algebra is exponentially larger than the two individual higher
spin algebras.
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On higher spin partition functions
Matteo Beccaria and Arkady A Tseytlin
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 275401
Arkady Tseytlin

We observe that the partition function of the set of all free massless higher spins s =
0, 1, 2, 3,... in flat space is equal to one: the ghost determinants cancel against the
‘physical’ ones or, equivalently, the (regularized) total number of degrees of freedom
vanishes. This reflects large underlying gauge symmetry and suggests analogy with
supersymmetric or topological theory. The Z = 1 property extends also to the AdS
background, i.e. the 1-loop vacuum partition function of Vasiliev theory is equal to 1
(assuming a particular regularization of the sum over spins); this was noticed earlier as a
consistency requirement for the vectorial AdS/CFT duality. We find that Z = 1 is true also
in the conformal higher spin theory (with higher-derivative ∂2s kinetic terms) expanded
near flat or conformally flat S4 background. We also consider the partition function of free
conformal theory of symmetric traceless rank s tensor field which has 2-derivative kinetic
term but only scalar gauge invariance in flat 4d space. This non-unitary theory has Weylinvariant action in curved background and it corresponds to ‘partially massless’ field in
AdS5. We discuss in detail the special case of s = 2 (or ‘conformal graviton’), compute the
corresponding conformal anomaly coefficients and compare them with previously found
expressions for generic representations of conformal group in 4 dimensions.

Fusion rules for the logarithmic N = 1 superconformal minimal
models: I. The Neveu–Schwarz sector
Michael Canagasabey, Jørgen Rasmussen and David Ridout
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 415402
It is now well known that non-local observables in critical statistical lattice models,
polymers and percolation for example, may be modelled in the continuum scaling limit by
logarithmic conformal field theories. Fusion rules for such theories, sometimes referred
to as logarithmic minimal models, have been intensively studied over the last ten years in
order to explore the representation-theoretic structures relevant to non-local observables.
Motivated by recent lattice conjectures, this work studies the fusi on rules of the N = 1
supersymmetric analogues of these logarithmic minimal models in the Neveu–Schwarz
sector. Fusion rules involving Ramond representations will be addressed in a sequel.
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AGT correspondence: Ding–Iohara algebra at roots of unity and
Lepowsky–Wilson construction
Lev Spodyneiko
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 275404
It was recently conjectured that the AGT correspondence between the U(r) —instanton
4
counting on R /Zp and the two-dimensional field theories with the conformal symmetry
algebra A(r, p) can be considered as a root of unity limit of its K-theoretic analogue. From
this point of view, the algebra A(r, p) and a special basis in its representation are limits of the
Ding–Iohara algebra and the Macdonald polynomials respectively. In this paper we confirm
this conjecture for the special case r = 1. We uncover the implicit A(1, p) symmetry in this
limit. We also found that the vertex operators in the special basis have factorized AFLT form.

A new coordinate system for q-deformed AdS5 × S5 and classical
string solutions
Takashi Kameyama and Kentaroh Yoshida
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 075401
Takashi Kameyama

Kentaroh Yoshida

We study a Gubser–Klebanov–Polyakov-like classical string solution on a q-deformed
AdS5 × S5 background and argue the spacetime structure by using it as a probe. The
solution cannot stretch beyond the singularity surface and this result may suggest that
the holographic relation is realized inside the singularity surface. This observation leads
us to introduce a new coordinate system which describes the spacetime only inside the
singularity surface. With the new coordinate system, we study minimal surfaces and derive
a deformed Neumann–Rosochatius system with a rigid string ansatz.

Canonical formulation of O(N) vector/higher spin correspondence
Robert de Mello Koch, Antal Jevicki, João P Rodrigues and Junggi Yoon
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 105403
We discuss the canonical structure of the collective formulation of vector model/higher
spin duality in AdS4. This involves a construction of bulk AdS higher spin fields through a
time-like bi-local map, with a Hamiltonian and canonical structure which are established
to all orders in 1/N .
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One- and two-loop checks for the AdS3 × S3 × T 4 superstring with
mixed flux
Per Sundin and Linus Wulff
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 105402
Linus Wulff

We compute the one-loop worldsheet S-matrix for the superstring in AdS3 × S3 × T 4
supported by a combination of RR and NSNS flux in the massive sector. In the appropriate
regularization scheme it agrees with the S-matrix found from symmetry considerations
including the proposed dressing phases. As previously observed in other cases the
massless modes decouple from the calculation of one-loop massive mode scattering. We
also calculate the correction to the dispersion relation at two loops in the near-flat-space
limit and find agreement with a proposal for the form of the exact dispersion relation for
the massive modes. Somewhat surprisingly the massless modes again decouple from
the calculation (in a suitable regularization scheme). We also compute the correction
to the dispersion relation for the massless modes and compare to a suggestion for the
exact dispersion relation, finding a small discrepancy. The corresponding calculations for
AdS5 × S5 and AdS2 × S2 × T 6 are used for comparison.

Aloof baby Skyrmions
Petja Salmi and Paul Sutcliffe
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 035401
Petja Salmi

Paul Sutcliffe

38

We show that a suitable choice for the potential term in the two-dimensional baby Skyrme
model yields solitons that have a short-range repulsion and a long-range attraction.
The solitons are therefore aloof, in the sense that static multi-soliton bound states have
constituents that preserve their individual identities and are sufficiently far apart that tail
interactions yield small binding energies. The static multi-soliton solutions are found to
have a cluster structure that is reproduced by a simple binary species particle model. In
the standard three-dimensional Skyrme model of nuclei, solitons are too tightly bound
and are often too symmetric, due to symmetry enhancement as solitons coalesce to form
bound states. The aloof baby Skyrmion results endorse a way to resolve these issues and
provides motivation for a detailed study of the related three-dimensional version of the
Skyrme model.
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Fluid and plasma theory
The fluid and plasma theory section of JPhysA offers a place for
researchers working in these areas across a wide range of disciplines
to interact with each other, and a place to publish theoretical and
mathematical contributions in their diverse fields.
Sergey Nazarenko
Section Editor

The theory of fluids involves a wide range of mathematical subjects and theoretical methods,
from group analysis, Hamiltonian dynamics and integrability to modern stochastic methods.
The papers published in this collection highlight the range of work published in the
section in 2015. These include Thalabard et al (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 285501), who
extend the study of the anomalous spectra of nonstationary turbulence to a wider class of
physical systems; and Chirkunov (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 395501) who considers a
generalisation of the Leith model of turbulence.
Yu et al (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 035501) investigate incompressible viscous flows in
PT-symmetric systems. Finally Tronci et al (J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 185501) discuss the
energy-Casimir stability for a class of hybrid MHD models.
We hope you enjoy these papers and look forward to publishing more work across all
aspects of the fluid and plasma theory section throughout 2016.

Energy-Casimir stability of hybrid Vlasov-MHD models
Cesare Tronci, Emanuele Tassi and Philip J Morrison
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 185501
Cesare Tronci

Emanuele Tassi

Different variants of hybrid kinetic-fluid models are considered for describing the
interaction of a bulk fluid plasma obeying magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and an
energetic component obeying a kinetic theory. Upon using the Vlasov kinetic theory for
energetic particles, two planar Vlasov-MHD models are compared in terms of their stability
properties. This is made possible by the Hamiltonian structures underlying the considered
hybrid systems, whose infinite number of invariants makes the energy-Casimir method
effective for determining stability. Equilibrium equations for the models are obtained from
a variational principle and in particular a generalized hybrid Grad–Shafranov equation
follows for one of the considered models. The stability conditions are then derived and
discussed with particular emphasis on kinetic particle effects on classical MHD stability.
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Submodels of the generalization of the Leith’s model of the
phenomenological theory of turbulence and of the model
of nonlinear diffusion in the inhomogeneous media without
absorption
Yuri Chirkunov

Yuri Chirkunov
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 395501
We study a nonlinear equation which is equivalent to an equation of generalization of the
Leith model of turbulence and to the equation of the model of nonlinear diffusion in an
inhomogeneous media without absorption. Using this equation, all submodels admitting
continuous Lie transformation groups, acting on the set of solutions of the equations of
these submodels are obtained. For obtained submodels, all invariant submodels are
found. All essentially distinct invariant solutions describing these invariant submodels
are found explicitly, or their finding is reduced to solving nonlinear integral equations.
The integral equations defining these solutions reveal new possibilities for analytical and
numerical studies. The presence of arbitrary constants in these equations allows one
to apply them to the study of different boundary value problems. We have proved the
existence and uniqueness of the solution for some boundary value problems. We have
investigated the following boundary value problems: (1) a distribution of front-density
turbulent kinetic energy in a framework of the generalizion of the Leith model of wave
turbulence for which either the spectrum and its wavenumber derivative or the spectrum
and its time derivative are given at the initial moment of time at a fixed wavenumber; (2)
a nonlinear diffusion process in an inhomogeneous media without absorption, for which
either the concentration and its gradient or the concentration and its rate of change are
given at the initial moment of time at a fixed point. Under certain additional conditions
we have established the existence and uniqueness of the solutions to boundary value
problems describing these processes.
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Anomalous spectral laws in differential models of turbulence
Simon Thalabard, Sergey Nazarenko, Sébastien Galtier and Sergey Medvedev
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 285501
Simon Thalabard

Differential models for hydrodynamic, passive-scalar and wave turbulence given by
nonlinear first- and second-order evolution equations for the energy spectrum in the k-space
were analysed. Both types of models predict formation an anomalous transient power-law
spectra. The second-order models were analysed in terms of self-similar solutions of the
second kind, and a phenomenological formula for the anomalous spectrum exponent was
constructed using numerics for a broad range of parameters covering all known physical
examples. The first-order models were examined analytically, including finding an analytical
prediction for the anomalous exponent of the transient spectrum and description of
formation of the Kolmogorov-type spectrum as a reflection wave from the dissipative scale
back into the inertial range. The latter behaviour was linked to pre-shock/shock singularities
similar to the ones arising in the Burgers equation. Existence of the transient anomalous
scaling and the reflection-wave scenario are argued to be a robust feature common to the
finite-capacity turbulence systems. The anomalous exponent is independent of the initial
conditions but varies for for different models of the same physical system.

Scaling of PT-asymmetries in viscous flow with PT-symmetric
inflow and outflow
Huidan (Whitney) Yu, Xi Chen, Yousheng Xu and Yogesh N Joglekar
Yu Whitney

Yogesh Joglekar

2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 035501
In recent years, open systems with balanced loss and gain that are invariant under the
combined parity and time-reversal (PT) operations have been studied via asymmetries
of their solutions. They represent systems as diverse as coupled optical waveguides
and electrical or mechanical oscillators. We numerically investigate the asymmetries of
incompressible viscous flow in two and three dimensions with ‘balanced’ inflow-outflow
(PT-symmetric) configurations. By introducing configuration-dependent classes of
asymmetry functions in velocity, kinetic energy density, and vorticity fields, we find that
the flow asymmetries exhibit power-law scaling with a single exponent in the laminar
regime with the Reynolds number ranging over four decades. We show that such singleexponent scaling is expected for small Reynolds numbers, although its robustness at large
values of Reynolds numbers is unexpected. Our results imply that PT-symmetric inflowoutflow configurations provide a hitherto unexplored avenue to tune flow properties.
iopscience.org/jphysa/page/Highlights-of-2015
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Biological modelling
We are delighted to announce that Journal of Physics A: Mathematical and Theoretical now offers
a dedicated publishing venue to those researchers working in the interdisciplinary field connecting
biology and biochemistry with the underlying physical and mathematical models. The biological
modelling section will publish articles using mathematical modelling to study topics ranging from
single molecules and their interactions, to populations of organisms and animals.

A word from our new Section Editor

Ralf Metzler
University of
Potsdam, Germany

Mathematical tools have long been applied to quantitatively describe biological and medical
systems. With the ever more detailed experimental study of systems ranging from molecular
processes in living biological cells to the motion patterns of animal herds and humans, the
need for cross-fertilisation between the life sciences and the quantitative mathematical
approaches of the physical sciences has reached a new dimension. The biological modelling
section provides a platform for theoretical physical approaches to a large variety of biological
and medical processes that are based on a solid mathematical foundation.

A word from our Editor-in-Chief

Martin Evans
University of
Edinburgh, UK

The vast field of biological sciences is undergoing a quiet revolution with regard to theoretical
modelling. With the advent of systems biology and other interdisciplinary initiatives, a range of
theoretical techniques and approaches originating in the physical sciences are now being used
to understand biological systems. Many scientists trained in physical sciences such as statistical
physics are pursuing fascinating and fruitful research directions in the biophysical realm.
However, often in biological journals a theoretical model is not allowed to take centre-stage and
the details and analysis of models are, at best, suppressed into the supplementary material.
Our new biological modelling section fills a gap in the market by providing a forum that puts
theoretical models into the limelight and allows full analysis of their formulation, behaviour and
solution. Biological relevance, credibility and interest will be ensured by our new Section Editor
Ralf Metzler and Editorial Board members including Yariv Kafri, Lei-Han Tang and Joachim Krug.

Section scope

• Active systems
• Interactions and dynamics in single molecules
• Stochastic modelling
• Fluctuations (including fluctuation theorems) in biological and biochemical systems
• Intra- and intercellular signalling including gene regulation and quorum sensing
• Search processes
• Biological networks and their dynamics
• Modelling of systems and synthetic biology
• Populations dynamics, disease spreading and movement ecology
42
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Topical reviews
First exit times of harmonically trapped particles: a didactic review
Denis S Grebenkov
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 013001

Towards integrability for AdS3 /CFT2
Alessandro Sfondrini
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 023001

Quantum state discrimination and its applications
Joonwoo Bae and Leong-Chuan Kwek
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 083001

The flow beneath a periodic travelling surface water wave
Adrian Constantin
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 143001

Lectures on differential equations for Feynman integrals
Johannes M Henn
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 153001

Mean first-passage times in confined media: from Markovian to non-Markovian processes
O Bénichou, T Guérin and R Voituriez
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 163001

Applications of extreme value statistics in physics
Jean-Yves Fortin and Maxime Clusel
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 183001

The instanton method and its numerical implementation in fluid mechanics
Tobias Grafke, Rainer Grauer and Tobias Schäfer
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 333001

Matrix product solutions of boundary driven quantum chains
Tomaž Prosen
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 373001

The physicist’s companion to current fluctuations: one-dimensional bulk-driven
lattice gases
Alexandre Lazarescu
2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 503001
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2015 special issues
Exactly Solved Models and Beyond:
a special issue in honour of R J Baxter’s 75th birthday
Guest Editors: Murray Batchelor, Vladimir Bazhanov and Vladimir Mangazeev

•Some academic and personal reminiscences of Rodney James Baxter
R J Baxter 2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 254001

•Automata and the susceptibility of the square lattice Ising model modulo powers of primes
A J Guttmann and J-M Maillard 2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 474001

•Yang–Baxter equations with two Planck constants
A Levin, M Olshanetsky and A Zotov 2016 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 49 014003

•The eight-vertex model with quasi-periodic boundary conditions
G Niccoli and V Terras 2016 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 49 044001

Mathematics for the fluid Earth
Guest Editors: Tobias Kuna and Sandro Vaienti

•q-entropy for symbolic dynamical systems
Yun Zhao and Yakov Pesin 2015 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 48 494002

Modelling and inference in the dynamics of complex interaction networks:
advanced approximation techniques
Guest Editors: Manfred Opper, Yasser Roudi and Peter Sollich

iopscience.org/jphysa/Special issue collections
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Forthcoming special issues
Look out for our forthcoming special issues throughout the year.

Combinatorics of lattice models: a special issue in honour of
Tony Guttmann’s 70th birthday
Guest Editors: Nathan Clisby and Richard Brak

An integrability primer for gauge-gravity duality
Guest Editors: A Cagnazzo, R Frassek, A Sfondrini, IM Szecsenyi and SJ van Tongeren

Marian Smoluchowski’s 1916 paper—a century of inspiration
Guest Editors: Ralf Metzler, Katja Lindenberg and Ewa Gudowska

New moonshines
Guest Editors: Sameer Murthy, Anne Taormina and Katrin Wendland

Semi-classical and quantum Rabi models
Guest Editors: Daniel Braak, Qinghu Chen, Murray Batchelor and Enrique Solano

Emerging talents
Guest Editors: Martin Evans, Igor Lesanovsky, Otfried Guehne and Joe Minahan
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Best Paper Prize
Since 2009, Journal of Physics A: Mathematical and Theoretical has
awarded a Best Paper Prize, which serves to celebrate well-written papers
that make a significant contribution to their field.
The Editorial Board awarded the 2015 Best Paper Prize to the following papers, which
were considered to excel in the criteria of novelty, achievement, potential impact and
presentation.

•Constraining conformal field theories with a higher spin symmetry
Juan Maldacena and Alexander Zhiboedov
2013 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 46 214011

•Some results on the mutual information of disjoint regions in higher dimensions
John Cardy
2013 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 46 285402

 Diffusion in periodic, correlated random forcing landscapes
•

David S Dean, Shamik Gupta, Gleb Oshanin, Alberto Rosso and Grégory Schehr
2014 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 47 372001

You can read these papers and see the previous Best Paper Prize winners at
iopscience.org/jphysa/bestpaperprize15.
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